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Abstract
We draw an unusually detailed picture of a discovery, the beauty contest game – with Hervé Moulin as
the center of the initial inspiration. Since its inception, the beauty contest game and the descriptive level
k model has widely contributed to the growth of experimental and behavioral economics and expanded
also to other areas within and outside of economics. We illustrate, in particular, the recent interaction
between macroeconomic theorists and experimenters, who independently had worked on the puzzles
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1. Introduction
Keynes’ (1936, p. 156) stated with his famous metaphor of stock market investment as a newspaper
beauty contest:
“professional investment may be likened to those newspaper competitions in which the competitors
have to pick out the six prettiest faces from a hundred photographs, the prize being awarded to the
competitor whose choice most nearly corresponds to the average preferences of the competitors as
a whole; […] It is not a case of choosing those [faces] which, to the best of one’s judgment, are
really the prettiest, nor even those which average opinion genuinely thinks the prettiest. We have
reached the third degree where we devote our intelligences to anticipating what average opinion
expects the average opinion to be. And there are some, I believe, who practise the fourth, fifth and
higher degrees." (Keynes, 1936, ch.12.V).
This became known in the experimental economics literature as the guessing game or the (p-)beauty
contest game. While Keynes’ beauty contest seems to capture a reasoning process of higher order
beliefs, it could as well be misleading: in the mind of the observer the face chosen based on the average
opinion is the same as by “third degree”. Of course Keynes was aware of this outcome equivalence and
left it to future generations to find the right game to visualize the separation of different beliefs in actual
choices.
Guessing or p-beauty contest games, where players have to guess 2/3*average of all chosen numbers,
indeed generate different outcomes, clearly distinguishing higher from lower order beliefs. They
constitute one of the most important tools for investigating human bounded rationality and higher-order
beliefs in relation to game-theoretic concepts such as common knowledge of rationality,
rationalizability, and Nash equilibrium reached through iterated elimination of (weakly dominated)
strategies or fixed point arguments. Experiments on the games brought to light the lack of accordance
between human behavior and these theoretical concepts, suggesting alternative cognitive procedures,
level k and cognitive hierarchy models (Nagel, 1995, Camerer et al., 2004; for surveys see Camerer,
2003, Crawford et al., 2013).
We maintain that Hervé Moulin remains in the center of the origin of the game in economics for the
ongoing chain of evolution in experimental and behavioral economics and other areas in economics and
other disciplines:
“How realistic is the strategic behavior implied by the concept of sophisticated equilibrium? It
presupposes that each and every Player either computes all dominated strategies …[This] does
not cause much trouble. […] [T]he successive elimination can be arbitrarily long. In practice,
most players do not perform the elimination forever out of fear that other players are not
rational enough to do so. This is what experimental evidence of the “guess the average” game
suggests. [...] [Y]ou do not expect that all of them will perceive the geometrical shrinking of
strategy sets.“ (Moulin, 1986; see also appendix I).
But who invented the game? Was it inspired through Keynes’s passage? Let us start from the end of the
story and trace back the path of the origin and evolution. In a recent online beauty contest experiment
with over 6,000 chess players, subjects were asked to pick a number between 0 and 100, where the
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winning number is two-third of the average of all picks. Bühren and Frank (2012) found that chess
players, and even chess grandmasters, act similar to regular student participants in experimental beauty
contests in the first round (with spikes at 50*2/3k, for k=1,2,3, and infinite, called choices according to
the level k model, with an average 32.15) and over time. Guesses of better chess players were a bit closer
to 0 and a bit closer to the winning number, but the associated effect sizes were very small.
While this finding is in line with most experimental research on chess players (who turn out to differ
from other humans in exactly one aspect, namely their chess playing strength), a major surprise outcome
was one participant, Alain Ledoux. He claimed to be the inventor of the beauty contest game and as
evidence sent us two articles (Ledoux, 1981, and Paclet, 1983, see appendices II. and III.). Thus, we
(Bühren and Frank) realized that the roots of the beauty contest experiment were, indeed, partly lying
in the dark. This set us on a quest to trace back to the beginning of the beauty contest game. We
discovered that the origins of the two articles send by Ledoux did not link to Keynes (1936). Instead it
contained many relevant experimental methods such as games appearing repeatedly in the same
newspaper, as well as behavioral concepts such as level k, related to the reasoning mentioned in the
quotes above, which were later independently (re)invented by experimental and behavioral economists.
In this paper, after reporting the roots of the origin of the game we discuss experimental and behavioral
literature related to the beauty contest game. We accentuate the emerging impact of level k related
models on micro theory, especially on the epistemic game theory. We bring forward a recent fruitful
interaction between microeconomic experimenters and macroeconomic theorists through the channel of
the beauty contest game and limited reasoning models. Macro theorists have, long before experimenters
did, discussed independently the effects of the beauty contest game originating from Keynes (1936).
We then introduce a new two-person game, which can be traced back to the original articles of Ledoux
(1981) and Moulin (1986). We implement two different payoff structures. One is a tournament payment
and the other one a continuous payment with respect to the distance of a choice from the winning
number; both with game theoretic properties different from the original games. Interestingly, neither our
naïve subjects nor (to a lesser degree) our expert subjects such as game theorists, indicate awareness of
these fine theoretical differences when playing against boundedly rational humans, leading to costly
welfare implications.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 unearths the inspiration of Hervé Moulin, reveals
the creative process of Moulin’s discovery of the game’s potential, and outlines the findings of the
seminal experiments (re)-played around ten years later. Section 3 shows how the game transformed into
a lab experiment which sets the foundation of a specific non-equilibrium model, the level k model, and
section 4 presents its multiple impacts within the economics. Section 5 introduces a new two-person
game; section 6 concludes and acknowledges Moulin for his creativity and inspirational role.
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2. Inspiration and creativity
What can economists do to retain their creativity, i.e., to make sure they do not always trot along the old
sterilized paths? While interdisciplinarity is a popular answer, Hervé Moulin has taken a different route
beautifully described and praised by Falkinger: Instead of interdisciplinarity, Moulin practiced
indiscipline, a critically controlled lack of discipline, allowing the researcher to "leave the four walls of
science" (Falkinger 1988, p. 10; translation is ours), but then, after frontier crossing and letting himself
drift away, returning to the desk and reflecting on whatever he has encountered [while roaming outside
the walls].
It is typically difficult to deconstruct the creative process that has triggered a new idea. What we do in
this paper is to tell a story of a scientific discovery in more than usual detail, where Moulin is both the
one being initially inspired as described by Falkinger (1988), and then, crucially, inspiring others.
"Jeux et Stratégie" (1980-1990) was a bi-monthly popular magazine devoted mainly to strategic board
games such as chess that also covered card games, mathematical games, and comic strips. In 1981, it
arranged a sizable readers' competition consisting of mathematical puzzles as well as problems from
games such as chess, bridge and go. Ledoux (1981, see also appendix II) reports on almost 15,000
participants, of which 4,078 ex aequo, leading to a playoff for choosing ultimate winners. All first round
winners received a letter with new puzzles. To avoid another round with thousands of winners, chief
editor Alain Ledoux invented in the last question of this letter what is today known as the beauty contest.
Readers were asked to state an integer between 1 and 1,000,000,000, where the winners will be the ones
closest to two third of the average, in decreasing order. The average turned out to be 134,822,738.26,
which is 13.48% of the maximum number and unusually small compared to beauty contest lab
experiment modal results. 350 winners "with reasonable numbers" were announced in the resolution
article of the puzzles with prizes for the best 250 winners ranging from a computer Victor Lambda as
the first prize, Skirrid, Zahkia, Quad-omnos games and so on. The low resulting average may be
explained by a double pre-selection: Participants of the tie break were those readers of a strategic board
game magazine who won the readers´ competition 1. Indeed, the closest result can be found in BoschDomènech et al. (2002) from experiments with economists in conferences and seminars and advanced
economic students (average 18.98).
Ledoux (1981) only briefly reports on the results without any frequency figure by pointing out that by
"good sense" nobody should report an "important" number but instead the lowest number 1. However,
he continued, this is not a very reasonable choice, except when one expects only one other player as an
opponent - et voila, our two-person game. In contrast, he calls the non-zero average a "logical result".

1

The effect of the double pre-selection is apparently not trivial, as Alain Ledoux submitted an even lower number
than (2/3)*13.48 in the first round of Bühren and Frank’s (2012) experiment.
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In 1983, in the same French magazine the same game was used as a supplement question with a similar
motive to extract hundreds instead of thousands of winners who correctly answer the puzzles in the main
phase of the competition. The (new) readers were informed that the same game already appeared in
1981. This is an early instance of an experimental replication, and likely the first repeated game of this
kind. In this second round of the game, the best winner chose 33,289,564, thus about two steps below
the winning number of the "first round" and won a Console Colcovison. Many prizes were also given to
subsequent winners. Another participant from a different subset of all participants had the best winning
number about 1 step from the 1981 results (67,373,773) and won a trip to Mexico (see appendix III).
Unlike Alain Ledoux, who merely considered the outcomes of the 1981 game as a logical result, the
mathematician Phillipe Paclet (1983) spelled out several possible approaches to the game by analyzing
the responses from the 1983 contestants (see his article in appendix III. and his recent personal
comments in appendix V.). Paclet started with the analogy that a computer might not be superior to
humans when reasoning about the average. He continued with outlining what is now called the level k
behavioral model by assuming 2999 monkeys playing the game with one human to justify the answer
33,333,333, where the monkeys would play randomly with half a billion as the average. However, he
immediately reasoned that one can doubt to be able to find just one answer with this procedure but
instead a whole sensible range of answers can arise. 2 Clearly, numbers above 666 million (2/3 of the
maximum number) should not be chosen, and thus one "mechanically" arrives at 1 through repeating
multiplications by 2/3. But this cannot be reasonably expected because of the existence of particular
players who chose based on different reasoning. For instance, there will be players who simply choose
an arbitrary telephone number, or those who “artificially” increase the average by playing the highest
number, which will be advantageous for a group of subjects who coordinate their entries, and indeed
such groups existed among the participants.
The main part of Paclet’s argument is a discussion of Bayesian reasoning by specifying different
distributions of answers and best responses, using the actual numbers. He also mentions that some
players ignored or might not have known at all the first round results, which simulates new entrants. He
jokes about the winner with the number 67,373,773, who apparently likes the numbers 3 and 7. He ends
the two-page article with a wish to have received the "secret reflections" of the participants of the contest
and that they should submit them next time. But he immediately reverts that there cannot be another
round of this game. Instead the readers should propose other games for the subsidiary question. Replete
with game theoretic insights and methods, the only technical term from game theory in the entire article
is "equilibrium".
Interestingly, every little detail mentioned in Paclet’s article, despite the high heterogeneity of behavior
and arguments, was (re)discovered independently in new experiments in the lab and field, including
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Paclet did not, however, mention or realize that the winning numbers of his experiment where one or two levels
below the winning number of the previous winning number of Ledoux (1981).
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Paclet’s wish for knowing what went on in the heads of the participants during the game coming true
with fMRI images 25 years later (Coricelli and Nagel, 2009) and recording of comments by contestants
in the lab and new newspaper experiments (Bosch-Domènech et al., 2002).
One of the readers of "Jeux et Stratégie" was Hervé Moulin. 3 He recognized that Ledoux´s game is an
example of successive elimination of dominated strategies. In chapter 4 of the second edition of his
game theory book, entitled "sophisticated and perfect equilibria", Moulin included an adaptation of
Ledoux’s game: Choose a number between 1 and 999 where the winner is the closest to 2/3 of the
average 4 (Moulin, 1986, p. 72, see appendix I). As we will discuss in sections 3 and 4, this game inspired
an extensive line of research. Note that Moulin allowed in his definition of the game only one winner or
those who tie. He could have gone into the other extreme suggesting payments according to the distance
of the target number from the same instructions to pay all "reasonable numbers". Moulin (1986) also
realized that this equilibrium is hardly achieved by human subjects (see quote in the introduction), ”[…]
the winning guess usually lies between 100 and 200 [when the maximum is 999]." This empirical result
indicates that he played the game with advanced undergraduate or doctoral students (see figure 1 below
and Bosch-Domènech et al., 2002) where level k choices are less prominent (see section 5). It also adds
to the evidence from the field produced by two newspaper articles mentioned above, and to the
independent replications that started to be generated about 10 years later in labs, classrooms, and with
newspapers.
Moulin did not mention explicitly the two-person case, which might not have belonged to his chapter of
"sophisticated and perfect equilibria", as it seems to be a quite unsophisticated equilibrium, in (weakly)
dominant strategies, similar to the equilibrium in the prisoner’s dilemma game. We will expand further
on this line of thought in section 5.
We observe that Moulin’s endeavor manifests a complete exercise of Falkinger's concept of indiscipline.
That one must, through terminology and outlet, be able to reach the fellow scientists from one’s
discipline. Our readers might wonder why it took 25 years until the original source was re-discovered.
The next section provides a simple answer.
3. From the field and theory to the lab
Since its discovery by Hervé Moulin in the early 1980s, the beauty contest game was used in a few
advanced undergraduate and PhD economics classes as a demonstration experiment (for failures) of
common knowledge of rationality, rationalizability, dominance solvability, etc. In November 1990, at
the London School of Economics, Tore Ellingsen presented a one-shot guessing game in his master
Industrial Organization class which I (Rosemaire Nagel) attended as a visiting PhD student. I chose 22,
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We do not know if he also took part in the competition.
In a personal email Ledoux (see appendix V) expressed his surprise that even the parameter 2/3 has survived
until today which he had chosen more or less arbitrary.
4
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a rounded number according to 50*2/3*2/3 without even contemplating further steps. The winning
number turned out near 20 and I did not further think about this game.
Shortly thereafter, I, together with a few other students from Tore’s class encountered the game again
in January 1991, in Roger Guesnerie’s Phd game theory class. This time around, I chose a number a bit
lower than the previous winning number (near 20) and won; the chosen numbers were written on the
blackboard with some choices being indeed 22, 33, or close to these. When Guesnerie repeated the game
for the second time, I won again with a number near 9, which is found approximately by taking 2 steps
from the winning number of the previous period. Thus, I had gained experience from my first exposure,
then by playing against a mixture of experienced and inexperienced subjects, and finally repeating the
game against experienced players.
There I realized that a simple procedure can classify the behavior in this game. Would I have ever started
to work on this topic have I never personally played the game or been triggered by winning? Doubtful.
I asked Guesnerie to give me the data, analyzed them, and also ran a pilot with undergraduate students
at the London School of Economics. To be a subject in one’s own study (as many medical researchers
do) together with being repeatedly exposed to an idea offers one a deep insight into the beauty and
potentials of the subject matter in a way that detached study might not offer 5. Not to be overlooked or
forgotten are the many random draws, pain, and luck that accompany a researcher along the path of
discovery, especially when one sees something that others do not see.
Remember that the beauty contest game had been around for some years, but nobody viewed it useful
as a proper lab experiment. First of all, graduate students were not acquainted with the idea of lab
experiments 6 or considering themselves as experimenters. Furthermore, theorists only noticed the outof-equilibrium behavior and an obvious convergence over time, without any clear structure behind that.
Thus, for taking interest in the beauty contest game most comments I received were along the lines of,
"There are other more interesting games, like the centipede game" (Ken Binmore), "Don’t waste your
time", or "How can you do a thesis with such a game?" 7
These reactions did not give me cold feet. Intrigued by playing the game at Tore’s and Guesnerie’s
classes, who used the beauty contest game as a demonstration experiment to show the failure of
rationalizability, and the convergence over time, I started with lab experiments strongly supported by

5

As pointed out by Bergstrom (2003), Vernon Smith is a prime example. Experimentalists are usually well
equipped to deal with counterfactuals, however, we will never know which turn Vernon Smith’s career would have
taken had he not been a student subject in one of Edward Chamberlin’s classroom market experiments.
6
This is still true today for many economic (graduate) students. I had participated in many lab experiments during
my undergraduate study in Bonn, and during lectures, especially by Eric Van Damme.
7
E. Van Damme personal accounts: “This [knowing about the game] must have been around 1980….it did not
cross my mind to do experiments with this game at the time. As we now know, nobody thought about it at the
time…Later the rationalizability concepts drew much attention, but even then at first nobody did serious
experiments. When your work appeared, I guess that many of us might have regretted not having seen the goldmine
in front of us.” (see appendix V). When Dale Stahl came to Bonn in 1992 to present his work, published later in
Stahl (1993), it was due to Eric’s suggestion that he approached me for an exchange about my experiment.
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my advisor Reinhard Selten (see also Coricelli and Nagel, 2010) to find evidence of the 50*pn model in
the reasoning of human subjects and convergence patterns over time.
Previously, Mitzkewitz and Nagel (1993) study ultimatum games with incomplete information and
classify players into anticipation types (e.g. those who anticipate the acceptance levels of responders
under expected fairness considerations). However, higher order beliefs could not be investigated. The
beauty contest game by contrast provided an ideal structure for studying the limits of common
knowledge of rationality, with a new kind of anticipation, later known as level k.
In addition to simply asking for choices in my pilot study, I invited my subjects to comment on their
choices. To learn how to classify the behavior based on these comments, I contacted a group of
psychologists at the London School of Economics 8. Thus, the "secret reflection" Paclet (1983) had
wished for came to life. Unlike most of the follow-up models by other researchers, I abstained from
non-degenerate types, i.e., a probability distribution over different types, instead I just assumed that all
others choose one level lower than oneself. I was guided, maybe too strongly, by the fact that only one
subject in my pilots mentioned a probability distribution over those who choose 33, 22, 14 and alike.
However, also in later lab and newspaper experiments less than 5% submitted type distributions, when
possible, in xls spreadsheets with best replies to distributional types.
To check the statistical validity of the model, I tested whether the choices were significantly close to the
theoretical values 50*pk, for k=0,1,2,3, or fell in the interim intervals, and compared them also with the
dominance solvable equilibration structure. Reinhard Selten supported that simple idea, however, he
suggested taking the geometric instead of the arithmetic mean to construct interim intervals to capture
the geometric decrease of the level of reasoning. This "casual observation" (Camerer, 2003) was later
confirmed by more sophisticated econometric models using mixture models (e.g. Stahl 1996, Camerer
and Ho 2004, and Bosch-Domènech et al. 2010)
A fellow PhD student Klaus Kultti concurrently at the London School of Economics in 1991 pointed at
a similarity of the game (maybe also of my reasoning process) with Keynes’ (1936) beauty contest
mentioned in the introduction.
However, Selten was against the name "beauty contest" as Keynes’ contest has multiple equilibria (as
the famous Van Huyck et al., 1991, coordination games) and the types are reduced to level 0 (random
types, focal choice) and level 1. Thus, we named it “guessing game” while referring to Keynes (1936)
in Nagel (1995). Keynes’s quote, above, explains best the analogy of finding regularities, and at the
same time points at the difficulty of making predictions in real forecasting situations, intertwining
multiplicity of equilibria and multiplicity of bounded rational reasoning.

8

The editor of Nagel (1995) requested to delete the classification system. Only 7 years later, the referees of BoschDomènech et al. (2002) suggested to classify all comments submitted for the newspaper experiments.
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In 1994-1995, when I was in Pittsburgh as Al Roth’s post doc, John Duffy 9 insisted calling the game
“Keynes’ beauty contest” in Duffy and Nagel (1997), as did independently Ho et al. (1998), with
"p-beauty contest game", where p=1 mirrors Keynes’ original game. Al Roth suggested including
“unraveling” in the title of Nagel (1995) in analogy to his matching market observations.
In the same year, two more important incidents led me closer to the origins of the game. My friend
Oliver Schulte, a graduate student in computer science and philosophy in Carnegie Mellon (now
computer science professor in Simon Fraser University) pointed out a then still unknown source to me,
the “guess the average” game in Moulin’s book (1986), which Oliver used for teaching to computer
science students. Later, in the 1995 public choice conference, I met Hervé Moulin and told him about
my research. He then referred me to Pour la Science (French version of the Scientific American) as his
original source. Neither Moulin’s nor my search in the logical puzzles sections of all volumes of Pour
la Science from 1979 to 1981 led to discovery of relevant material.
As it turned out, we had to wait another 14 years, until 2009, for another strike of chance to find the
origin: Fishing in the international subject pool of online chess players, eventually revealed the original
inventor of the game, Alain Ledoux, who gave us the initial source. It was Jeux & Stratégie with Ledoux
as one of the founders, edited by Science & Vie, a journal with the same content coverage as Pour La
Science, "which might have explained Moulin’s confusion" as Ledoux noted in an email (see appendix
V). Thus, we both had looked for the needle in the wrong haystack.
On top of all these unlikely chain of events which led to unearthing the original inventor of the game,
there is yet another fortunate “after play” that materialized through the editor of this special issue, JeanFrançois Laslier. After reading the initial submitted version of this paper, he wrote to us about how
vividly he remembers playing the game and the original source “Jeux & Estratégie” from Moulin’s class
in ENSAE (Ecole Nationale de la Statistique et de l’Administration Economique), a French “Grande
Ecole” in 1981-1984. He also added a comment about how Moulin’s teaching had influenced his later
research guided by Gilbert Laffond, who was Hervé’s first PhD student (see also appendix V).
4. Related experimental, behavioral, and theoretical literature
Since the 1980s there have been many new attempts to model bounded rational behavior in two streams
of the theoretical literature, reasoning based on rationalizability and Bayesian game modeling, and
(evolutionary) learning. In the next two subsections we discuss the experimental and theoretical lines of
research, respectively, related to beauty contest games and the level k model.

9

Duffy referred Nagel (1995) to Simonson (1988) and Frydman (1982), who discuss Keynes’ (1936) beauty
contest game in macro-labor contexts (see also discussion in section 4.2).
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4.1. Experimental and behavioral literature
4.1.1 Level k related models and experiments
In this subsection we refer to the beauty contest experiments and the level k models arising directly from
experimental data. As stated in section 3, the basic level of reasoning model (later called level k), an
iterated best reply model with degenerate prior beliefs and choices, was inspired by Nagel’s participation
in classroom experiments. This procedure specifies very simple ideas which might have disciplined
subsequent similar modeling choices (see especially the contrasting suggestions by Paclet, 1983, and
Stahl, 1993, see also section 4.2.1.) using (also) probability distributions over different (level k) types:

1. A level 0 player plays in beauty contest games either the focal point 50 or a random
number with an average of 50 without game form recognition, that is without (any)
understanding of the rules of the game (Chou et al., 2009).
2. Level 1 player gives the best response to level 0, as if playing against nature.
3. Level k (k>1) best responds, assuming a degenerate belief and choice that all others are
level k-1 players. These players use theory of mind unlike level 0 or level 1 types
(Coricell and Nagel, 2009, see also section 4.1.5.). And there are those players who play
the equilibrium strategy, i.e., the limit of the iterated best reply process (assuming
common knowledge of rationality).
4. Errors are introduced through some randomization around the theoretical level k
choices.
5. Steps 1-4 can also be applied over time, with the average or winning number of the
previous period being level 0 (see e.g., Nagel, 1995, Stahl 1996, and Camerer and Ho,
1998).
This model provides a bridge between irrational or random behavior and equilibrium outcomes. It
therefore departs in several aspects from the theoretical literature of (bounded) rational behavior. The
starting point level 0 is guided by heuristic principles (e.g. random, focal, reference points as signals,
etc.) and not (necessarily) by dominated strategies; individuals have a simple model of others with a
degenerate prior and choice, believing that all others are just one type below them, which may be
inconsistent with actual distributions. A level k player ignores types that use higher levels than k-1. No
equilibrium is calculated, but it might be reached in the limit by experience or in the mind of the player.
The experimental data in many different games shows that typical responses belong to reasoning levels
0 to 3 with some noise. These kinds of stopping rules have provided the greatest challenge and
indeterminacy for theoretic modeling, while level 0 has created an a priori indeterminacy or freedom for
experimenters which can only be resolved by experimental evidence. Remember, also in Keynes’s
metaphor, any woman can potentially be selected by the average, or Schelling (1960) discussing focal
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points with a need of empirical foundations. A careful discussion on this most problematic modeling
technique can be found in Heap et al. (2014) and Crawford’s comment on Heap et al., studying various
forms of coordination games. The basic conclusion about level 0 reasoning we draw from all these works
is that it remains a challenge to provide a general theory for level 0 modeling, which cannot be done
without empirical methods. 10
The level k model is mainly a descriptive model. However, it can also be useful as a predictive model:
if one can predict or conclude that level 1 choices are close to equilibrium then one can more likely
expect (near) equilibrium choices, while if level 1 choices are far away, then (first period) choices will
more likely be far away from equilibrium; learning depends on payoff realization for different levels
and whether low level players die out (see e.g. Nagel, 1995). Bayona et al. (2016) show in supply
schedule experiments that equilibrium behavior is attained when subjects have non-correlated signals
about costs between different players, since level 1 choices are near equilibrium. In the treatment with
non-correlated signals behavior remains far from the equilibrium, which requires higher order beliefs,
and naive behavior, with high enough payoffs, does not die out. Most subjects simply ignore the
correlation because of cognitive difficulties and play as in the uncorrelated case.
Most subsequent level k models differ in small details from the original one mentioned above. Stahl and
Wilson (1994), based on Stahl (1993, see also section 4.2.1.) and Nagel (1993), restrict types to level
k=0, 1, 2, with k=2 players best responding to a distribution of level 0 to level k-1 players, and additional
Nash equilibrium types. They provided the first mixture model technology in experimental economics
by classifying players into distinct types given an error structure. Subjects participate in a sequence of
different 3x3 normal form games without feedback, as in Rapoport et al. (1976). Stahl and Wilson (1995)
contain level k players as in Nagel (1995) and additionally “worldly players” who are Bayesian players
best responding to a distribution of level 0 to level k distributions. Stahl (1996), however, analyzed
Nagel’s data without such Bayesian players, and for the analysis of behavior over time also introduced
a horse race between different learning models, including level k learning. Indeed, Stahl (1998)
convincingly argues that integer steps of level k thinking seem a more plausible format than continuous
steps for Nagel’s data.
Haruvy et al. (1999) and Costa-Gomes et al. (2001) departing from Stahl and Wilson (1994, 1995) add
several other types of players based on payoff outcomes analyzing normal form experiments. Colman
et al. (2013) discuss a large set of bounded rational strategies for stag hunt games such as team reasoning,
social projection theory, Stackelberg reasoning and cognitive hierarchy theory come to the conclusion
that players use several of those strategies before making their choice.
Camerer et al. (2004) propose an important alternative to level k reasoning, the cognitive hierarchy
model (note that level k is not a special case of this model). Cognitive hierarchy is a one parameter
10

This discussion is also reminiscent of the problem of the formulation of reference points in Kahneman and
Tversky (1979) and related literature.
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model with a Poisson distribution, specifying the proportion of players stopping after each step. Each
type k best replies against a perceived distribution of all lower level reasoners. They find that the
parameter 1.5 is a reasonable parameter for a wide class of experiments, recovering in particular the
spikes in beauty contest games.
Bosch-Domènech et al. (2010) develop a mixture model in which the number of level k types, the means
and variances of each type are estimated from the beauty contest data, instead of predetermining them
as in the previous models. In fact, the actual frequencies for each type varies most across the different
subject pools and less with respect to type specifications. Camerer (2003a, p. 255) argues that the
responsive sensitivity parameter of the quantal response equilibrium (McKelvey and Palfrey, 1995) can
be translated into the idea of iterated elimination of dominated strategies. Indeed, Breitmoser (2012)
finds evidence for quantal response equilibria as well as noisy introspection models (Goeree and Holt,
2004) in the data of Bosch-Domènech et al. (2002) estimating noise parameters for each level k, as
Camerer (2003a) suggests. In none of these models it is specified that level k players reason about higher
level players as proposed by Stahl (1993).
Since the late 1990s experiments on beauty contest games and normal form games were inspired by
testing the level k and related models, (see surveys by Camerer, 2003, Crawford et al., 2013, and
Crawford, 2013). These models were validated as descriptive models in many other experiments that do
not contain the dominance solvable structure, e.g. matching pennies 11 and entry games (Camerer et al.,
2004). Moreover, the behavior in incomplete-information games as in private or common value auctions
(Crawford and Ireberri, 2007) and asymmetric toehold common value auctions (Georganas and Nagel,
2011) are explained by level k. Naive players (level 0) choose according to simple heuristics of truth
telling, the value as the bid, instead of random behavior, which Crawford and Ireberri (2007) also
discuss. These players do not even need to exist in the data except in the mind of the decision maker.
Camerer (2003a) dedicates an entire chapter to dominance solvable games. Most of the games from the
early 90ties are either mixed motive games which might induce fairness considerations or have
inefficient equilibria as the centipede game. The behavior is classified by the procedure of iterated
elimination of dominated strategies, typically with few possible steps reaching equilibrium. Indeed, also
Camerer and Ho (1998) apply this kind of reasoning in the p-beauty contest games for their first period
data instead of starting at the focal point 50, maybe to avoid an additional parameter for level 0 choices.
For further discussions on many different micro experiments related to level k reasoning see Crawford
et al, (2013) and Crawford (2013)

11

Around 1995, Martin Hellwig emailed to Nagel his submitted back cover in the Journal of Political Economy
(JPE) 1992, which JPE called "Games with Asymmetric Intelligence". A clever school boy outsmarts his
classmates with level k reasoning in repeated matching penny games (“the purloined letter" by E.A. Poe, 1845,
see appendix IV). Nagel (1998) comments on this quote. See also Hellwig’s personal comment in appendix V.
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A great breakthrough in extending level k reasoning to complex games is introduced by Arad and
Rubinstein (2012). They experiment on the Blotto game (Borel, 1921), in which two players
simultaneously distribute a fixed number of “troops“ across 6 “battlefields“. The winner in a field is the
person with the higher number of troops in that field; in case of a tie no one wins; each player wishes to
maximize the number of wins. The authors extract decision procedures involving multi-dimensional
iterative reasoning from the decisions of the subjects. They consider three dimensions (features) of
strategies: 1. In how many fields to concentrate, i.e. to invest most of the resources, 2. Whether to fill
“disregarded“ fields with 1 or 2 troops. 3. Into which fields to assign a large number troops (first, middle
or last location). In each dimension, L0 chooses the intuitive category, L1 chooses a category that
properly responds to L0 within the dimension, etc.
4.1.2 Elicitation methods to uncover different level k types
A large literature uncovers the reasoning processes mentioned above through various (new) choice
elicitation methods. Costa-Gomes et al. (2001) use mouse tracking technique by hiding the information
of payoffs in normal form games behind boxes which subjects need to click to receive the information.
The authors specify possible look-ups-ex-ante rules. Brocas et al. (2014) find evidence for level k
thinking in betting games when using this technique. Haruvy (2002) proposes direct elicitation of beliefs
to support level k behavior, additional to actions. He discovered that explicit beliefs exhibit level k
patterns. The eye tracking 12 results of Müller and Schwieren (2011) suggest that subjects of beauty
contest experiments actually think (or look) more steps ahead than their chosen numbers reveal.
Kneeland (2015) implements a new experiment based on a ring structure which does not require the
experimenter to specify level 0 players. Friedenberg et al. (2015) distinguish "bounded reasoning about
rationality" from "bounded reasoning about cognition," where a subject is cognitive if he has some
"method" or "theory" as to how the play the game. A subject who is rational is obviously cognitive
(rationality is one possible "method"), but he may be cognitive and irrational (e.g., follow a rule of
thumb). Friedenberg et al. (2015) develop a novel identification strategy to disentangle these two
approaches on Kneeland's (2015) ring games. A significant percentage of the subjects have a gap
between reasoning about cognition and reasoning about rationality. In particular, about half of the
subjects that reason only one or two rounds about rationality are identified as having higher levels of
cognition.
Agranov et al. (2015) ask subjects to continuously provide their choices in beauty contest games for a
given time interval, with the payoff being determined by one randomly selected second and the choice
at that time. They receive clear-cut differences between random choice patterns and iterated best reply
patterns. Arjona et al. (2016) ask one set of subjects for their choices and another set about their guesses
of the distribution of choices in an Arad and Rubinstein (2012) modified two-person 11 to 21 games, in
12
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which a bonus payment is given to the player whose choice is by R=3 lower than his opponent choice,
and thus they distinguish more clearly between level k choices and noisy choices than when R=1. About
74% of the guesses are level 0 to 3 choices.
Burchardi and Penczynski (2014) use two-person team beauty contest games in order to evoke written
communication between team members. Sbriglia (2008) asks only the winner of a round to explain his
strategy to other players which expedites convergence since players best respond to this message.
Fragiadakis et al. (2013) play two-person beauty contest games as in Costa-Gomes and Crawford (2006)
and ask subjects to recall their choices or play against their own previous choices from memory. They
find that the payoff maximizing actions are more likely chosen by those who use level k driven
strategies, compared to those who behave according to other thinking patterns. Niederle (2015) uses the
beauty contest - level k combination to critically discuss good experimental design techniques.
4.1.3. Convergence over time
Another important question in beauty contest experiments is related to convergence over time, what
speeds up learning (e.g. team behavior vs. individual behavior, Kocher and Sutter, 2005), or which
learning models best explain the behavior (e.g. Nagel, 1995, Stahl, 1996, Camerer and Ho, 1998, Nagel,
1998, Camerer, 2003). Hindrance of learning appears when new players are inserted every 4 periods
(Slonim, 2005) as the average returns back to first period averages every 4 periods.
Many experiments show that if naïve players do not die out, level k reasoning is not increasing over
time, using the average of the previous period as level 0 (e.g. Nagel, 1995, Camerer et al., 2004). When
naïve players have no influence as in Duffy and Nagel (1997) in 2/3 median games k increases over
time. Weber (2003) finds that even if players are given no feedback about behavior of others, choices
decrease over time within the same game. When the winner is paid according to his choice instead of a
fixed price as in Nagel (1998), the average decreases much slower.
4.1.4. Related macroeconomic experiments
This interest on convergence over time finally brought together macro and micro experimenters, to
whom the elements of beauty contest games are of essential importance (see e.g. Hommes et al., 2005,
on forecasting games). Duffy (2016) provides a survey including some of these kinds of experiments
among a wide range of macro experiments.
Over several years, the many studies on learning in beauty contest games failed to obtain instantaneous
equilibrium play. Benhabib et al. (2016) propose a new target, with the choice of player i being closest
to "2/3*average+εi,” where εi is an idiosyncratic private signal, independently drawn from a normal
distribution N(0, σ2), which is common knowledge. This game stems from a simplified model of a
monopolistic competition general equilibrium model in which firms receive exogenous signals from
consumers, also called sentiments (see Benhabib et al., 2015). Choices can be selected from all real
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numbers (thus also negative numbers are allowed). The game theoretic solution is to play the private
signal εi, as the mean choice will be zero and thus the choice i equal to the signal. The signal becomes
an anchor which indeed is the modal choice, and the average signal is close to zero. Thus, the level k
reasoning has been finally reduced to one level: all have to choose their signal, a clever reference point
system, and thus experts and naive subjects choose alike and obtain highest payoffs, given that payoffs
are paid according to the distance between own choice and target (see also the experiment in section 5).
Even when subjects get correlated noisy signals, behavior is closer to equilibrium than in the original
beauty contest game, despite the theoretically difficult signal extraction problem. The reason is that
those signals are better anchors than signals arising endogenously in the head of the subjects in the
original game with the level k model 50*2/3k. Furthermore, an interesting order effect occurs, when a
series of p*average games with different known p-values (e.g. 2/3, 1/3, or even negative values like 1/2 and -2/3) are played after a series of noisy beauty contest games without feedback: the resulting
average is then close to zero, as if subjects played a game with a public announcement with εi=0 for all
players. Thus, Benhabib et al. (2016) solve Keynes’ level k “problem” by introducing Keynesian
sentiments, formulated as εi, to offset the need of subjects to do complicated calculations. The
mathematical proofs, however, are more complicated than in the original beauty contest game.
Yet, anchors can also be misleading: if e.g., εi is drawn i.i.d. from N(c, σ2), c>0, then the equilibrium is
(2/3*c/(1-2/3))+εi, (see Benhabib et al., 2016). In this still untested game, many subjects would probably
also choose (near) their signals, as a simple heuristic.
Notably, when all players receive the same commonly known signal c, c>0, with a target 2/3*average+c,
behavior in the first period is not even close to the equilibrium choice (c/(1-2/3)) (see Güth, et al., 2002).
Indeed, the anchor c is chosen by many initially, but choices converge towards equilibrium over time.
This convergence can be disturbed by changing the constant c to a non-stationary random walk
(𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡 =𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡−1 +𝜀𝜀𝑡𝑡 where 𝜀𝜀𝑡𝑡 is uniformly taken from a known interval). Lambsdorff et al. (2013) implement a

price setting game with the target price of 4/5*(average + 5) + 𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡 /10 where 5 is labeled to the subjects
as the cost of a raw material and 𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡 as a “business indicator”. Subjects choose the business indicator as

a simple heuristic instead of the equilibrium (20+𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡 /2). In another macroeconomic application,

Giamattei and Lambsdorff (2015) use the beauty contest with a known constant as a model of the

Keynesian multiplier where 𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡 is a non-stationary series of exogenous investments. Subjects have to

choose individually optimal consumption as 4/5*income, where 4/5 is the marginal propensity to

consume. Income is determined as the average consumption + the investment 𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡 . They find limited
reasoning as a driving force of persistent under-consumption.

When c is not common knowledge (interpreted as the state of the economy or the value of a share), but
given through a public and private signal (Morris and Shin, 2002), Shapiro et al. (2014) as well as
Baeriswyl and Cornand (2014) find that level k is a good descriptive model in standard settings when
information is symmetrically distributed among players. However, subjects´ behavior in the asymmetric
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case is mainly driven by focal points as choosing halfway between the public and the private signal, or
choosing one of these two signals. Thus, whether the equilibrium is learnable instantaneously depends
very much upon whether the naive players receive an equilibrium strategy as a reference point or not.
An important question or criticism for macro experiments are related to the number of subjects in a
setup. Do we need 1000s of players? Combining the player number issue with two different strategic
environments, games with strategic substitutes vs complements, Nobuyuki et al. (2016, see also
references therein) use further variations of the 2/3*average+c game to analyze convergence to
equilibrium. The two games have targets 100-2/3*average (strategic substitute) and 20+2/3*average
(strategic complement), respectively, with integer choices from [0,100] and numbers of players varying
from n = 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, and 16 with an equilibrium at 60. Logit level k (LLK) and logit cognitive-hierarchy
(LCH) model (both allowing for errors in beliefs) predict that deviations of the average choices from
the Nash equilibrium is larger in games with strategic complements than with substitutes for n>2. Actual
behavior confirms this, except that n>4 and not n>2. Thus, it should not matter for convergence in
forecasting experiments (which are similar to those games) whether n is large but rather, that n should
not be too small. What matters is the strategic environment.
The main difference between macro models and the micro version of the beauty contest game is that
agents’ choices contain dynamic elements: a choice in period t may depend not only on the average
choice of all players in period t, but also on the beliefs in period t of average choices arising in period
t+1. Furthermore, choices are labeled in macro terms, as prices and the average as the inflation rate. For
policy making it can be important to figure out good information transmissions and strategic
environments, in order to guide behavior quickly to an equilibrium as policies might work well in
equilibrium but less so out of equilibrium (Benhabib et al., 2016; see also Woodford, 2013, and GarcíaSchmidt and Woodford, 2015).
The reduced-form New-Keynesian model, which required expectations of future inflation and the output
gap and has a central bank setting interest rates under a sticky price assumption, can be reduced to a
beauty contest game, since aggregate (average) outcomes can be interpreted as a fraction of the beliefs
of future outcomes plus a constant, i.e. an individual guess of inflation today = c + b*average inflation
expectation for tomorrow + d*average output gap expectation for tomorrow (see also Duffy, 2016).
4.1.5. Neuro economic and psychology related experiments
Recent work, inspired by the new emerging area of neuroeconomics, raised questions, such as whether
different types of reasoning and thus deviations from rational play correlates with certain brain activities
(see e.g. Bhatt and Camerer, 2005, in normal form games). Coricelli and Nagel (2009) with BC
experiments show that level 1 reasoning produces very different brain activity in some areas as
compared to higher levels, as the latter implies a theory of mind (with the medial prefrontal cortex
(mPFC) as an important area of the brain), the reasoning about others’ reflections while level 1 reasoning
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assumes no model of the other player, besides random play (being represented in the anterior cingulate
cortex (ACC)).
This kind of technique is especially useful, if choices and level of reasoning cannot be clearly separated
as in coordination games à la Keynes. Higher activity in mPFC then might suggest some correlation
with higher order reasoning (see Nagel et al., 2015, studying choices in lotteries, stag hunt games, entry
games). In stag hunt games neither game theoretic reasoning behavior nor brain activity suggest gaining
higher profits from a higher level k, all k≥1 choose the same strategy, which is in stark contrast to entry
games. In the latter, there is a positive correlation between strategic IQ (level 2 or higher reasoning)
related to mPFC activity and payoffs. Also when subjects have the opportunity to learn over time, one
can distinguish brain activity between those who use reinforcing strategies vs higher order learning
strategies (Hampton et al., 2008), as in E.A Poe’s asymmetric intelligence story: "The simpleton had
them even upon the first trial, and his amount of cunning is just sufficient to make him have them odd
upon the second, I will therefore guess odd; -he guesses odd, and wins" (see appendix IV).
Another new stream of literature includes cognitive measures to understand differences in reasoning.
Training in certain cognitive realms like chess players (Bühren and Frank, 2012) shows no difference,
while economists obviously play closer to equilibrium (Bosch-Domènech et al., 2002). Dickinson and
McElroy (2010) show that sleep deprivation results in diverting even more from equilibrium play; Gill
and Prowse (2014) find that subjects with a higher cognitive ability, measured with the Raven test,
choose numbers closer to the equilibrium. Further, cognitive ability is improving reasoning in the beauty
contest game (Burnham et al., 2009, Brañas-Garza et al., 2012). A single subject beauty contest 13 has
been invented by Bosch-Rosa et al. (2015); together with other cognitive measures and the results in the
original beauty contest game the authors construct an index to discriminate between "high
sophistication" and "low sophistication" subjects. High types amongst themselves (without knowing this
grouping) create no bubbles in subsequent in asset markets, unlike when only low types interact with
each other.
4.1.6. Leaving the lab and external validity
Since this game is easy to explain, field experiments are abundant, either played at parties, even in
Hollywood (Robinson, 2004), in the newspapers (e.g., Thaler, 1997, in Financial Times, Bosch and
Nagel, 1997, in Expansion, Selten and Nagel, 1997, in Spektrum der Wissenschaft, which equals the
French Pour la Science and the Scientific American; see also Bosch-Domènech et al., 2002). These
papers provide external validity of level k in these field experiments.

13

In Bosch-Rosa et al. (2015) on the "one-person beauty contest", an unusually high share of subjects (more than
50% of about 350 subjects) find the Nash equilibrium (resp. the payoff maximizing answer). Each subject has to
choose two numbers between 0 and 100 and every number is paid according to the distance to 2/3 of the average
of the two chosen numbers (cf. our two-person distance treatment in section 5).
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In section 2 we mentioned some parallelism between Moulin’s class room experiments and Paclet’s
(1983) analysis of more sophisticated players. Paclet (1983) outlines many reasoning processes, but
overlooks a very essential one. The highest probability to be the winner is to run a meta-experiment,
best within a similar population you expect for the (newspaper) participants. For example, prior to
submitting his number, one such participant from Spectrum der Wissenschaft did an online experiment
(with 150 subjects) and then submitted a number which was just 0.1 away from the newspaper
experiment (with 2,728 subjects). Is that not the best Bayesian type? If you do not have a Bayesian prior,
instead of using a naïve one, inventing one, or assuming you know the true distribution, do an experiment
with the right representative population, using the resulting distribution as your prior!
There is one line of literature that uses level k models for empirical studies. Natural experiments with
entry games induced through Telecommunications Act of 1996 in USA inspired Goldfarb and Xiao
(2011) to formulate a structural model of managers’ strategic ability based on the cognitive hierarchy
model (Camerer and Ho, 2004). They find that higher-ability managers enter into markets with fewer
competitors. Goldfarb et al. (2012) and Crawford et al (2013) summarize similar field evidence related
to level k and cognitive hierarchy models.
The greatest influence of the game so far is its use in introductory micro (not yet macro) economic
theory classes. Also in talks or articles to an (non-economic) audience it appears as a demonstration
game to clarify the relation between game theoretic and bounded rational reasoning (see Varian, 2002,
relating it to the movie “A Beautiful Mind”, in the Ted Talk by Colin Camerer, 2013) or in natural
science journals as in Camerer (2003a). The game has made its way into a comic strip (see Coricelli,
Nagel, 2010, and Roth, 2009) and forms an entire chapter in a book by Thaler (2015) directed to the
general public. Lastly, Levine (2012) finally has come around to accept that level k models are not
doomed.
4.2. Related theoretical literature 14
Since the early 1990s there were several approaches of limited reasoning in micro and macro theory.
Recently, level k formulated through experiments entered as a modeling tool into both those areas. Most
of the (young) micro theorists in turn test or plan to test their newly developed theories with new
experiments.
4.2.1. Bounded rational modeling in micro and (epistemic) game theory
Herbert Simon (1996, p. 34ff) describes that in a Cournot equilibrium tatonnement process "each firm,
with limited cleverness, formed an expectation of its competitor's reaction to its actions, but that each
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For excellent surveys of related bounded rational models see Crawford et al. (2013) and Crawford (2013). Nagel
(1995) cites also Binmore (1987), Auman (1992), Bacharach (1992), and Bicchieri (1993) for similar theoretical
limited reasoning models.
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carried the analysis only one move deep. But what if one of the firms, or both, tries to take into account
the reactions to the reactions? They may be led into an infinite regress of outguessing" Simon (1996, p.
37). Unfortunately, Simon did not know about the beauty contest experiments. 15
The closest model to level k is Stahl (1993), in which he introduces different levels of smartness of
players for two-person games. Smart-0 players choose non-rationalizable strategies or any strategy at
random as in the zero intelligence model by Gode and Sunder (1993) 16. The main idea is that smart-n
players know the true population proportion and choices of smart-k agents for k<n and best-respond to
them. However, smart-n players have a rationalizability-based model for the behavior of smart-k players
for k>n and other k=n agents. They simply know the joint population proportion of all smart-k players
for k>n, hold a belief on what those players do, and best-respond to that belief. However, the belief is
disciplined: Smart-n players know that smart-k players with k>n will only play strategies which survive
at least n-1 steps of what is essentially a rationalizability iterative procedure (Bernheim, 1984, Pearce,
1984). Stahl also provides an evolutionary approach for behavior over time.
Detailing the features of this model exemplifies the indeterminacy a theorist faces when leaving the box
of rationality, especially specifying á priori beliefs about type distributions (see also Paclet, 1983, for a
similar discussion of the magazine data). As said above, the simple level k model might have disciplined
some features of new level k related models, especially that level k players do not specify what higher
order players do.
Milgrom and Roberts (1991) discuss learning of sophisticated players starting out with the Cournot best
response reasoning; Selten (1991), in his anticipatory learning model also assumes higher-order beliefs,
breaking off after some few steps of reasoning about the others players reasoning, which he calls a
“speculative attempt, as it is not based on experimental data. This paper inspired Mitzkewitz and Nagel
(1993) and also Nagel (1995) to construct anticipation types.
The level k model is now also appearing in epistemic and applied game theory. Epistemic game theory
models the beliefs of players explicitly, and considers the behavioral implications of certain restrictions
on players' beliefs. For example, a player who reasons up to some finite level may think that her
opponents are rational, think that her opponents think that, and so on. Modeling players' beliefs explicitly
makes it possible to formalize the idea that, if a game has a solution that is somehow non-obvious or
non-focal or as Moulin (1979) states "sophisticated", then players who are bounded in their reasoning
may be unable to reason their way toward the solution, even if "unbounded" reasoners can do so (Kets,
2012). It also makes it possible to check whether standard game-theoretic results are robust to relaxing
the assumption that players are perfect Bayesian reasoners (Strzalecki, 2014, Heifetz and Kets, 2013).
15

Nagel (1995), Knoepfle et al. (2009) with eye-tracking technique, and Tang (2001) discuss such anticipation
strategies over time.
16
This zero-intelligence model was based on experimental data in double oral auctions. Herbert Simon actually
recommended Shyam Sunder to put a bit of intelligence into his model, which Shyam did not do as his study was
about the simplest reasoning. Maybe the level k reasoning follows this recommendation.
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Alaoui and Penta (2015) endogenize players' depth of reasoning as stemming from a cost–benefit
analysis, and disentangle the player's depth from his beliefs over his opponent's cognitive bound. They
also provide axiomatic foundations for the decision to stop reasoning to be represented by a cost–benefit
analysis and call it rational unawareness. They test it in experiments described in Alaoui and Penta
(2016).
In applied micro Crawford et al. (2009) introduce level k reasoning to the design of optimal auctions,
Crawford (2013) for efficient bargaining mechanisms, and Kets and Sandroni (2015) extend the level k
model by modeling how a player’s identity affects her reasoning, and use this to study the optimal
composition of teams.
4.2.2. Level k related models in macro and financial economics
The macro and financial economics literature had referred to the Keynesian beauty contest games, the
average opinion game with multiple equilibria long before the experimental literature. 17 We will point
to a few papers, but especially refer the interested reader to a recent survey by Angeletos and Lian (2016)
who discuss recent macro theory literature on expectation formation and coordination related to beauty
contests amongst others, which should provide experimenters a rich set of models that might be worth
being tested.
Fryman (1982) discusses Keynes beauty contest games and formulated on page 656 a p-beauty contest
game within a supply and demand model and expectation formation of firms. However, since the
parameters of the model are not known he can only discuss adaptive learning without specifying higher
order beliefs. He refers to Lucas’ (1972) parameter specification which allows only first order beliefs.
Simonsen (1988) motivates coordination problems in wage settings and consequences for inflation
inertia with the 1/2average game.
Many researchers followed the path searching for conditions under which beauty contest equilibria are
unique. For example, in games with strategic complementarities (e.g. stag hunt games, which can be
considered as a discrete choice beauty contest game with p=1), Carlson and Van Damme, (1993) and
Morris and Shin (1998) introduce incomplete information about payoffs and subjects receive noisy
signals about these payoffs to obtain uniqueness. Acemoglu and Jensen (2010) study interesting varieties
of beauty contest games with different types of noise structures in strategic complement and substitute
environments, and provide comparative statics and equilibrium properties.
Woodford (2003) introduced the idea of higher order beliefs in games with strategic complementarities
and provides ample discussions for policy implications. Allen et al. (2006) derive different orders of
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Most macro theorists do not yet know the experimental (beauty contest) literature, even if the experiments
build on related macro theories.
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beliefs in a finance context of asset market speculation with risk-averse and short-lived traders. They
build on Tirole (1982), who shows that the existence of short-term traders may explain why price
bubbles occur in asset markets. Allen et al. (2006) state: "Do asset prices reflect average opinion, and
average opinion about average opinion, in the manner that Keynes suggests? Our answer is a resounding
‘yes’." This has implications for the mean path of prices which will deviate from the consensus
expectations of fundamentals and therefore have some elements of a bubble, and also prices exhibit
inertia in reacting to changes in the fundamental value of the asset. Nimark (2011, see also references
therein on higher order belief modeling) proves that already a finite number of higher order beliefs
(around 4 to 10 steps) are typically close to an equilibrium of infinite regress in asset markets. However,
he assumes that human players behave as if they are able to form such believes which our experimental
results largely reject.
However, already in the recent few years the gap between macro bounded rational modeling and
experimental evidence is starting to close. There are two boundedly rational reasoning and learning
concepts that show some similarity but contain important differences with respect to level k. The first
has been developed by Evans and Ramey (1992) 18 who propose that agents use a finite number of
iterations of the mapping between beliefs and outcomes, but the level of reasoning is, in contrast to level
k, not determined by strategic considerations, but endogenously by calculation costs. The second
approach, frequently referred to as "eductive learning", both in the micro and macro literature, has been
proposed by Guesnerie (1992), who investigates whether rational expectations equilibria are learnable
by the "eductive learning", assuming that individuals constantly adjust their levels of reasoning, which
has, however, no stopping rule. Guesnerie (2008) analyzes the “eductive stability” of perfect foresight
equilibrium in the context of monetary policy rules.
Woodford (2013) reviews and further investigates Evans and Ramey’s and Guesnerie’s approaches in a
neo-Keynesian framework, and shows that the speed of convergence depends on the nature of the
monetary policy rule. In order to reconcile the missing increase in inflation after the financial crisis after
2007 with New-Keynesian economics, García-Schmidt and Woodford (2015), referring amongst others
to the experimental papers on level k, expand on a continuous level k model (which could be interpreted
as an average of several discrete level k types) and study learning dynamics. Most importantly the
possibility of slow convergence is not analogous to Guesnerie's argument for the failure of eductive
stability. Instead they find slow convergence for the policy rules that Guesnerie calls "eductively stable",
but faster convergence for the ones (with a stronger inflation-response coefficient) that he finds to be
"unstable”. There is at least one inconsistency worth mentioning with respect to their bounded rational
model: While García-Schmidt and Woodford (2015) assume that agents apply a finite number of
iterations in the strategic dimension when thinking about other players’ reasoning, they maintain the
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Evans in a private communication stated that he did not continue with his level k idea since he could not link it
with empirical evidence; instead the learning model in the same paper became an important modeling tool for
macroeconomists interested in bounded rational learning.
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assumption, because of mathematical difficulty otherwise, that agents maximize utility and profits over
an infinite horizon so that even agents with low levels of reasoning still form an infinite sequence of
beliefs about market outcomes at any future date.
In related subsequent work, Farhi and Werning (2016) introduce level k into an overlapping generation
model, with occasionally binding liquidity constraints to circumvent the reasoning by agents about the
infinite horizon typically faced in these models. They show that monetary policy (specifically,
commitments about future interest-rate policy, i.e., forward guidance) has particularly weak effects
when level k is combined with incomplete markets while rational expectation analysis would predict
that it has a rather strong effect. These disagreements of convergence between different theoretical
modeling techniques, now incorporating bounded rational reasoning, clearly call for careful empirical
validation.
In this section we have shown several indeterminacies when it comes to making predictions (about real
world economic situations): 1. Which model specifications to choose. 2. Which (bounded) rational
reasoning procedure to choose. 3. The outcome can be different for different procedures within the same
model.
In sum, Moulin’s textbook was the first step in the development of this stream of beauty contest research
guiding the experimental economics literature. Step 2 was an experimental design that produced few
observations of equilibrium play. Step 3 was research that is not only motivated by challenging game
theory’s power to predict behavior, but by a wish to understand what else explains subjects’ behavior.
Finally, the experimental results and behavioral models developed in the past 20 years have established
behavioral foundations for new models in micro and macro theory which ask for new empirical
validations. Macro and micro theorists and experimenters are beginning to complement each other’s
work.
Given the main theme of this paper, the experiment described in the next section refers to Ledoux (1981)
and Moulin (1986). Unlike suggested by them, it makes surprisingly little behavioral difference whether
players have a dominant equilibrium strategy or not, or whether they play a 2 person or many person
beauty contest variant. We show that level k is the best descriptive model, although three different
treatments produce three different logical reasoning procedures. This sheds further light on subjects’
perceptions of the rules of the game.
5. A new two-person beauty contest experiment
Ledoux (1981) mentioned in passing that zero is a reasonable choice in a two-person game with one
winner. Moulin (1986, p. 74f) comments: "it [finding the sophisticated equilibrium] presupposes that
each and every player either computes all dominated strategies of all players... [which] does not cause
much trouble." (see also his quote in the introduction, and section 2).
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By contrast, experimental results show that many subjects, students and economists, turned out to play
(weakly) dominated strategies (Grosskopf and Nagel, 2008) in 2 person fixed payoff treatments. Chou
et al. (2009) interpret this finding as showing that game form recognition might be an important concept
to understand out of equilibrium behavior. If the game is not understood or another game than the
experimenter proposes is played, then one cannot expect the players to adopt a rational choice.
With a new little twist, we show one possible reason for the emergence of out-of-equilibrium behavior
with level k as the unifying approach: What happens if subjects misunderstood the payoff structure or
played a game having an entirely different payoff structure in mind, not paying attention to other features
of the game?
5.1 Experimental design and equilibrium
We use the two-person design from Grosskopf and Nagel (2008) with a fixed price payoff, and then
implement the payoff structure from Benhabib et al. (2016) with a continuous payoff structure.19 Two
players have to choose a real number in the closed interval of [0,100], with the highest payoff to the
person being closest to 2/3 times the average choice.20 Additionally, we compare our data with the data
of the different treatments with n>2 from Bosch -Domènech et al. (2002), Bühren and Frank (2012), and
with professionals with n=2 in Grosskopf and Nagel (2008).
2 person treatments:
Fixed payoff:

Only the person closest to the target, 2/3 times the average of both chosen numbers,
receives a fixed price of 10 Euros, with the prize split if tied (Grosskopf and Nagel,
2008).

Distance payoff:

Both players are paid according to their distance to 2/3 times the average of both
numbers with the payoffs π(i) of player i (i=1,2) being
π(i) = 100− �𝑥𝑥(𝑖𝑖) −

being 5 Euros.

19

2 𝑥𝑥(1)+𝑥𝑥(2) 2
� ,
2
3

where x(.) is the choice of a player, 100 points

Güth et al. (2002) also used a distance payoff and compared it with the tournament payoff structure for n>2
players without finding differences in behavior. However, they do not discuss the difference in the weakly vs.
strictly dominated strategies or the difference in the Pareto optimality conditions.
20
Costa-Gomes and Crawford (2006) play a two-person game with distant payoffs in which each player has his
own p parameter and intervals of choices. The player has to guess p*other choice. They carefully analyse the
reasoning processes arising through plays in 16 different games without feedback between games. Instead of
making the parameters common knowledge, subjects need to inquire them by mouse clicks on boxes. This way
the different reasoning procedures can be more clearly analysed.
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Equilibrium:
Fixed payoff:

Both players choosing zero is a unique equilibrium in weakly dominant
strategies. To see this, consider that the two players choose a and b respectively,
1
3

a<b. Since 2/3 of the average will be (𝑎𝑎 + 𝑏𝑏), the game is isomorphic to the

game “the lower number always wins”. Any strategy combination is Pareto
optimal.
Distance payoff:

Both players choosing zero is a unique Pareto optimal equilibrium. Out of
equilibrium it is optimal to play a=b/2, since a=2/3*(a+b)/2, when a<b. Zero is
the only rationalizable strategy obtained through an iterated elimination of
strictly dominant strategies, as in the n>2 case, however, the different iteration
steps are now 100, 50, 25 etc. 21; or starting from focal point 50, it is 25, 12.5 etc.

The continuous payoff structure with its property of iterated eliminating strictly dominated strategies
(IESDS), requires weaker (or more basic) epistemic conditions than the iterated elimination of weakly
dominated strategies. IESDS captures the implications of rationality and common belief in rationality,
so rationality and common belief of rationality by itself does not imply equilibrium play in the standard
beauty contest game, unlike in the game where the equilibrium outcome can be obtained by IESDS. This
two-person game could have appeared in Moulin’s sophisticated equilibrium chapter unlike the
seemingly simple fixed payoff two-person game with a (weakly) dominant strategy equilibrium.
To summarize the logical reasoning procedures for the three (or four) different treatments:
1. for n=2, fixed payoff Players have a (weakly) dominant strategy zero.

2. for n=2, distant payoff: The equilibrium is reached through a procedure of iterated elimination
of strictly dominated strategies with multiplication parameter ½, starting at 100.

3. (and 4.) for n>2, fixed payoff, (distant payoff): The equilibrium is reached through a
procedure of iterated elimination of weakly (strictly) dominated strategies starting at 100.

During a lecture on introduction to economics, we conducted a one-period version in Kassel in February
2016 with 309 undergraduate students (160 with fixed and 149 with distance payoff). The experiment
was programmed with qualtrics.com, an online program typically used for surveys, and students
accessed it via their smartphones. The allocation to treatments and the matching of partners was
randomized. Four student helpers made sure that our subjects did not talk to each other. We paid 20
couples in fixed and 20 couples in distance payoff: In the fixed payoff treatment, we paid 10 Euros to
21

Note in the case of n>2 and fixed payoff the equilibrium is reached through iterated elimination of weakly
dominant strategies.
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the winner (or 5 Euros to both if they picked the same number). In the second treatment, we paid both
players 5 Euros if their numbers were exactly 2/3 of the average and less if the number of a subject was
farther away from 2/3 of the average (see distance payoff formula above). Note that in equilibrium the
payoffs of both treatments are identical.
5.2. Experimental result

Figure 1: Relative frequencies of choices in the two-person games with fixed payoffs (upper left), distance payoffs
(upper middle) and with economics professors in various conferences (upper right); lower left n>2 games with
economic professors and students in advanced economic classes; in lower middle newspaper contestants; lower
right chess players online. Data source: UR: Grosskopf, Nagel (2008); LL and LM: Bosch-Domènech et al. (2002);
LR: Bühren and Frank (2012)

The relative frequencies resulting from the three treatments (including n>2 treatments), distinguishing
also different subject pools, are shown in Figure 1: The upper graphs show different n=2 treatments and
the lower graphs n>2 treatments. All figures feature the same spikes, at or near 67, 50, 33, 22, and 0,
thus the same reasoning procedure described by the same level k model. This is in stark contrast to the
4 different logical reasoning procedures we described above. This means that in 2 person games, most
subjects cannot find the dominant strategy zero when applicable and also are not aware of their own
influence on the average choice through their own number.
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For n=2, the average number in fixed payoff is 36.98 (std. dev. 22.72) and in distance payoff 37.36 (std.
dev. 28.04) 22, with no significant difference according to a two-sided t-test and a two-sided MannWhitney U test, and a two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. Further, the shares of choosing the Nash
equilibrium are not significantly different across treatments according to a Fisher exact test. Figure 1
illustrates also the choices of theorists (professional sample) in the two-person beauty contests of
Grosskopf and Nagel (2008) as well as theorists of the n>2 beauty contests of Bosch-Domènech et al.
(2002) (upper right and lower left histograms). Furthermore, it shows the entries of the newspaper beauty
contests of Bosch-Domènech et al. (2002) and of the online beauty contest with chess players of Bühren
and Frank (2012) (lower middle and lower right histograms).
Comparing our average numbers to those in the student samples of the two-person guessing game of
Grosskopf and Nagel (2008) with fixed payoffs (student sample) and the lab experiments (n>2) reported
in Bosch-Domènech et al. (2002), two-sided t-tests detect no significant differences. Yet the average
number in the professional sample of Grosskopf and Nagel (2008), those of the classroom, take-home,
theorists, internet, and newspaper experiments reported in Bosch-Domènech et al. (2002) as well as the
average number stated by chess players in the online experiment of Bühren and Frank (2012) are
significantly lower than the averages in our two treatments analyzed above. Lower numbers in takehome, online, and newspaper experiments can be explained by response time: Rubinstein (2007) showed
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that more reasonable guesses in the beauty contest are derived after larger response times.
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Figure 2: Distribution of payoffs by number for the experiments of Figure 1
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The raw data and the subjects’ comments of our two new treatments can be found online in the supplementary
material of this Nagel et al. (2016).
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Figure 2 compares possible payoffs of stated numbers in each of the experiments of Figure 1: We used
a recombination method for the two-person beauty contests by recombining all possible matching
couples. Then we calculated the expected payoff for each actual choice according to the fixed and
distance payoff scheme, respectively. For n>2 beauty contests, we did not apply the recombination
method. In order to better compare these graphs to n=2 graphs, we calculated the payoffs according to
our distance payoff function (with 2/3 of the average of all given numbers, see above) for each single
session and averaged across all sessions within the same treatment.23
Figure 2 depicts inverted U shaped graphs for n>2 beauty contest games with a peak around 2/3 of the
average for the three populations with n>2. The graph of our two-person distance treatment is much
flatter with a peak at number 11.05 (2/3 of the average was 24.91). The graphs of the two-person beauty
contests with fixed payoffs are monotonic decreasing – in the theorist sample with lower payoffs for
small numbers than in our student sample because a lot of theorists at conferences chose the Nash
equilibrium zero (see also Figure 1). Thus they had to split their prize when matched with another zero
and often lost with small numbers (when matched with a zero).
Our little experiment shows the fundamental problem of game theory when it comes to making
predictions at least in the first period(s). 24 Small changes in the parameters of the game can result in
significant differences in the properties of the game, yet unperceived by the human players who might
use an entirely different reasoning mechanism compared to the theoretical arguments. On the other hand,
technical changes which leave the game-theoretic properties unchanged might result in considerable
changes in human behavior. For instance, behavior differs a lot if a prisoners’ dilemma is labeled
"Community Game" or "Wall Street Game" (see e.g. Liberman et al., 2004, and Levitt and List, 2007,
for an overview). However, game theory can suggest optimal behavior, especially when there is a
dominant strategy as in the two-person fixed payoff game. Furthermore, it suggests how to structure the
strategy space, as in the case of iterated reasoning, which generates useful benchmark structures.
The main reason for the deviation from equilibrium is that players start out with focal points far from
equilibrium and apply low level of reasoning. Benhabib et al. (2016) delete the boundaries 0 and 100 to
make zero a focal point, by allowing all numbers, positive, negative and zero, with the same target of
the original beauty contest game. The median shrinks to less than 15 in a one shot game while the typical
median in the original game in undergraduate classes is around 33. The equilibrium is the same, but it
is not reached by an iterated elimination process as there is no upper limit which eliminates at least the
focal point, far away from equilibrium. Clever idiosyncratic signals as in Benhabib et al. (2016) as
mentioned in section 4. 1. 4. turn the signals into optimal anchors leading to high payoffs for all. Also

23
Güth et al. (2002) showed that beauty contest distributions of choices with distance and fixed payoffs are not
significantly different (see footnote 16 above).
24
Grosskopf and Nagel (2009) show slow convergence over time also in the two-person guessing game with fixed
payoff.
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when the multiplication parameter is negative, e.g., -2/3 instead of 2/3, behavior is closer to equilibrium
with averages near -5, as it is a game of strategic substitute (see discussion in 4.1.4.).
An application and a word of warning regarding these findings should be considered for example in
mechanism design issues, where using a dominant strategy seems like a preferred simple choice to
implement the mechanism. In the light of our simple experiment, the reader is referred also to Camerer
(2003a) and his discussion on Glazer and Rosenthal (1992) and Abreu and Matsushima (1992) with
their divergent ideas about the implementability of the Abreu–Matsushima mechanism. Amongst others,
it is argued that only in the simplest case with an equilibrium in dominant strategies the mechanism
might work. However, in the light of our results, it could be that bounded rational agents might not even
find this obvious and reasonable strategy, as in our case (see also the discussion by Crawford et al.
2009). Instead the theorist needs to also consider obvious focal points which deflect even clever agents’
reactions, as these might give best response to low level reasoners, although a dominance argument is
present.
6. Conclusion
In his blog, Alvin Roth (2009), referring to our discovery of the beauty contest's invention, quotes from
Roth et al. (1990, p. 170): "What is important about Columbus' discovery of America is not that it was
the first, but that it was the last. After Columbus, America was never lost again." The beauty of this
analogy comes at the price of imprecision. It would match our story better had the Vikings published an
account of their discovery in some popular yet remote Scandinavian geography journal, which an alert
scholar was curious enough to read, later passing it on in his geography textbook in terms the Vikings
never heard of. In any case, Alain Ledoux was right when he wrote to the experimenters (our English
translation): "I have been very amused to respond to your question suggested at the ChessBase site,
which we (Bühren and Frank, 2012) used to conduct the experiment. For I think well to be … the
inventor", and he should be given credit for initiating research around the guessing game.
Yet it was Hervé Moulin who discovered the potential of the game and transmitted it to the profession
in game theoretic language. He inspired lecturers in economics, who in turn inspired Rosemarie Nagel.
Nagel (1993, 1995) turned Moulin´s "guess the average" thought experiment arguably into a proper lab
experiment and provided through actual data one of the fundaments of bounded rational reasoning:
limited reasoning as described by Keynes (1936). Yet, we also showed that macroeconomists were
directly inspired by Keynes’s metaphor and took a somewhat different turn to introduce it into
economics. Finally these two approaches seem now converging, hopefully, more in Keynes’s spirit.
Nagel’s personal account of being a subject and formulating a descriptive model as a result of the
experience might suggest consequences for higher education in economics. In most other social and
natural sciences, even undergraduates get involved in experimenting, either as subjects or in laboratory
tutorial. Economics students also should get this chance before they enter the state of curse of knowledge
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about theoretical outcomes. Even experimenters cannot always make sense of subjects’ behavior,
observed from the outside, but very easy to discover as a subject.
The main advantage of the beauty contest game in comparison to earlier experiments on normal form
games with similar structures was that the former contains a continuous strategy space with a clearer
differentiation between different choices emerging from different level k’s within the same game and
no conflicting other regarding preferences. Also most games studied with dominance structures (in the
early nineties) had too few strategies to go beyond level 3 reasoning. However, new experiments, as e.g.
the 11 to 20 game, offset these difficulties. Given that key features in economic activity are driven by
the beliefs and (aggregate) actions of agents, the beauty contest game still has a great potential for
uncovering strategic biases in many different situations, especially if they are embedded in new and
larger environments as in several models (especially in macro contexts) discussed in this paper.
The most important critical ingredient became the level 0 reasoning, which can be related to random
choice, intuitive answers, as the signal in auctions, etc., maybe evoked by an automatic reasoning
procedure. This seems arbitrary and thus has rightly been a major criticism of this theory. However, it
is the art of the reasoner to figure out what the simpleton will do in many kinds of situations and whether
this simpleton will survive over time or in one’s own reflections. If level 0 is constructed ex post, given
a data set, then later experiments have to demonstrate the robustness of such findings. We think Keynes’s
beauty contest makes precisely this point of figuring out the best reply to a multiplicity of thoughts in
an iterated way. After Schelling (1960), any further insights have to be accompanied through
experiments in the lab and in the field but not in the armchair (Simon and Bartel, 1986). Maybe then we
will find a general theory of simple heuristics for level 0 thinking.
The descriptive level k models have been one of main breakthrough to structure behavior in many
different games, especially when behavior is not in equilibrium. Our results on two different two-person
games with fixed vs distance payoff compared with the n>2 games provide an example for how difficult
it can be to find a dominant strategy. Pareto inefficiency of the equilibrium is not the hindrance, as it is
in the prisoner’s dilemma supergames argument. Behavior is truly bounded rational. Our three different
treatments with three different mathematical reasoning concepts can be described with one descriptive
model, the level k model.
Furthermore, new theories have been formulated in epistemic game theory, applied micro and macro
based on these findings. In the early 90ties, many theoretical papers used iterated reasoning. However,
just as in games with multiplicity, theorists could not solve the numerous arising indeterminacies when
to stop the process for bounded rational reasoning. In the macro and finance literature, there are many
games which imbed beauty contest features, largely unstudied by experimental economists (e.g.
Angeletos et al., 2010, Cespa and Vives, 2015). Such models can foster new links between theorists
with great modeling tools and experimenters with equally useful tools, selecting empirically relevant
behaviors in the two cases of indeterminacy, through multiple equilibria or multiple bounded rational
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reasoning procedures. There is already such a small but growing and fruitful interaction in
macroeconomics (see survey by Duffy (2016), and on experiments featuring beauty contest elements in
particular (e.g., Benhabib et al., 2016, or in new Keynesian models as in Pfajfer and Zakelj, 2011,
Hommes and Zhu, 2014, Mauersberger, 2016).
The rules of guessing games are simple to state, though most difficult to answer. The level k model and
its variations are easy to apply, even in everyday situations or on reasonings such as Seneca’s conjecture
“Nil sapientiae odiosius acumine nimio.” (Nothing is more hateful to wisdom than excessive cleverness,
quoted in Poe, 1845). We interpret excessive cleverness with excessive iterations and thus that limited
level k is an important part of human nature. Connecting our findings with those of the humanities and
novelists, who implemented bounded rational reasoning in richer contexts and long before economists
have (mathematically) structured it, can be another new adventure.
All hats off to Hervé Moulin, for each time the game is played, studied, and reflected upon one more
ray of the truth shines on us. Happy birthday, Hervé Moulin, and thank you for this game.
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Appendix V: Personal comments
Alain Ledoux´s e-mails (translated from French to English):
Subject: Psycho-statistique
Date:

Thu, 9 Jul 2009 11:32:14 +0200

To Pr Dr Björn Frank
Dear Sir Frank,
[…] I was very amused to answer your questions proposed on the site of ChessBase. Because I well
think to be ... the inventor [of the game]!
I had this idea in 1981 to determine the winners in the first competition organized by the magazine
Jeux & Stratégie I created a year before and for which I was the editor. I am sincerely flattered that
this issue has been interesting to a university twenty-eight years later! Were you at the time a reader of
this magazine, and were you thereby inspired or did this idea come to you independently? Today I am
almost retired and Jeux & Stratégie having long since disappeared, I am always curious about
everything regarding the ten years of the great adventure of this magazine which remains my pride.
For the record, the result was 8, 979 (a comma, as we had requested an integer between 1 and
1000000000) ... Two years later, the same question were resting our readers and response was then 0,
06 737 ...
I look forward to the results and I would be really glad you tell me a little about your interest in this
question which at the time I had pompously described as "psycho-statistic".
Best regards,
Alain Ledoux
References :
First results: J & S # 10 (August, September 1981), the question was asked individually by post to tie
the contest proposed in No. 8.
Second result: J & S # 22 (August, September 1983).
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10 March 2010:
Dear Rosemarie Nagel,
[…]
You should receive the famous No. 10 Jeux & Stratégie. You will discover on page 11 (very discrete
but that seems to be the first) description of the game "Guess 2/3 of the average". I honestly cannot tell
you how this idea came to me, just that I was really anxious to find a way to separate the many ties to
our contest by means that do not only appeal to chance but that requires some thought. But which
frankly surprises me is that I chose the 2/3 coefficient quite intuitively (and why not ¾ for example?)
And even today, it is this value that remains employed. Surprising indeed, the fact that I never heard
about this for twenty-eight years, until it was proposed in June on the site of ChessBase (even in 1981,
I have not have heard any comment about that subject...).
How I came to the game? My father taught me when very little to play checkers and chess. I then
became a passionate chess player, and I still play in competition, even if it is with the results of a very
average amateur ... After studying engineering, I started a career as a journalist entering the magazine
Science & Vie (1973). And I naturally created a section of chess. As it worked well, I then launched a
section of go, a game that was beginning to be known in France (of course, this time it was not me
who was writing). New success. And so in a few years, the "games" of this scientific magazine has
grown to reach a dozen pages (math games, critique new games ...). The late 1970s was extraordinarily
innovative in the entertaining area: first war games, the first games of role, first machines to play
chess, birth of personal computing and thus computer games ... so I suggested to the Science & Vie
editor to launch an exclusively devoted to games magazine. This was the birth of Jeux & Stratégie
(January 1980). Looking back, it was really innovative. There was nothing comparable in the world
(except maybe English Games & Puzzles, excellent but still very different). And for ten years (until
July 1989 when the publisher decided to stop the publication that was losing money because of the
lack of advertising revenue despite a still respectable spread over 45 000 copies ), it was an amazing
adventure, between a small team of as creative collaborators (2) fans and readers of an incredible
proximity.
I've already said, the copy you will receive is really not the most successful. I'll get if I can send you
another (for example, with the results of the second question "Guess 2/3 of the average"). I must also
check one small detail. In his note on this story Professor Björn Frank reports that I had called such
questions "psycho-statistics", but reports that it seems that I did not write this in the journal. But I'm
absolutely sure about it. But I do remember when ...
Last point. I have a hypothesis to explain why it was said that this issue had appeared in the French
version of Scientific American. As I have said Jeux & Stratégie was published by the Science & Vie
editor, a magazine which can be considered (not necessarily rightly) as the "equivalent" French
Scientific American, and of course not his French "version”, but perhaps this is the origin of confusion.
That's the story …
Alain Ledoux
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From: Jean François Laslier
Date: 2016-05-12 17:59 GMT+02:00
Subject: a few lines
Dear Rosemarie
I was a student at the ENSAE (Ecole Nationale de la Statistique et de l’Administration Economique) a
French « Grande Ecole » in 1981-1984. Hervé Moulin was giving the course on Game Theory. I very
well recall the day he talked about the “two-thirds of the mean” game. He mentioned that the game was
found in “Jeux et Stratégies” as a tie-breaking question, and that it was proposed two years in a row. This
magazine was popular among students.
So this 2/3 of the mean game stayed in my mind as a proof (among others) that one cannot restrict the
study of interactive situations to equilibrium computations. This is why I decided to do my PhD on the
micro economic models of bounded rationality and self-organization on which Jacques Lesourne was
working with Gilbert Laffond (Hervé’s first PHD student).
These topics were of course very difficult to publish in English at that time, and most papers were
published in the journal Economie Appliquée. But two books are available in English:
Jacques Lesourne (1991) Economie de l’ordre et du désordre. Paris : Economica. English translation:
The Economics of Order and Disorder, Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1992.
Jacques Lesourne, André Orléan and Bernard Walliser (eds.) (2002) Leçons de microéconomie
évolutionniste. Paris : Odile Jacob. English translation: Evolutionary Microeconomics. Heidelberg :
Springer, 2006.
Jean-Francois Laslier
Paris School of Economics
From: Martin Hellwig
Date: 2016-06-09 12:30 GMT+02:00
Subject: Re: a history on the beauty contest game.. in honour of Moulin's 65's birthday
Dear Rosemarie Nagel,
thank you for your inquiry. I got acquainted with the game through conversations with Roger Guesnerie
and decided to try it in a game theory class in Basel. (You might also want to ask Tilman Börgers who
was involved in the course as well.) At the time I was much impressed that (i) there several students
who found the "correct" solution and (ii) the winner who had given an "incorrect" number (11 if I
remember correctly) explained that he also knew the correct solution but decided that many others did
not and therefore...
Concerning the quote from Poe, the title was chosen by the JPE, not by me.
Moreover, you might find it worthwhile to read on in the story by Poe. The quote comes from a
conversation between the person who poses as telling the story and Dupin. The conversation concerns
the question of what the minister, a sinister person who has stolen an incriminating letter, might be
thinking and how he might proceed. At some point Dupin refers to the minister as a poet. The teller of
the story interjects "I thought he was a mathematician, and the poet was his brother!" To which Dupin
replies "There is only one person, and he is both a mathematician and a poet. And that is what makes
him so dangerous. If he was only a mathematician, he would not have any real imagination, but being a
poet as well, he has..." I am quoting from memory, so the words may differ, but the gist is there. The
message of course is one that ought to give food for thought to mathematical economists.
Best regards,
Martin Hellwig
From: Eric van Damme
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Date: 2016-05-25 10:31 GMT+02:00
Subject: Re: a history paper on the beauty contest game. a question
Dear Rosemary,
My memory is quite imperfect. I will reflect on the matter a bit more. I think I read a small book by
Herve when I was a PhD student. I think it was an English translation from a French one. If I recall well
Herve had a concept related to dominance solvability and in that context had an example or an exercise
in which the questing game was discussed.
This must have been around 1980, hence, the only experiments then were about market games and the
only connection between experiments and game theory was through Reinhard Selten. For sure, Alvin
Roth was mainly working on axiomatic bargaining at the time; maybe he was beginning to do
experiments on cooperative bargaining theory. Hence, it did not cross my mind to do experiments with
this game at the time. As we now know, nobody thought about it at the time. Where there experiments
to test non-cooperative concepts in non-zero sum games (non-market games) before Werner's ultimatum
game experiments?
Later the rationalizability concepts drew much attention, but even then at first nobody did serious
experiments. When your work appeared, I guess that many of us might have regretted not having seen
the goldmine in front of us.
Best,
Eric
From: Tore Ellingsen
Date: 2016-06-15 13:08 GMT+02:00
Subject: Re: history on the BC game... in honour of Moulin's 65 birthday
Hi Rosemarie
Thanks, this is interesting! I'm pretty sure I first saw the game in a lecture by Guesnerie at LSE. Are
you sure you heard him after my lecture and not before? If your recollection is correct on this point,
then I must have attended an earlier lecture by him. (I arrived at LSE in 1988, so it's quite possible. I
think he visited several times. But my sense was I heard it in the fall of 1990.)
I remember that you were enthusiastic about running experiments on this game, but I cannot recall my
response. Presumably it was lukewarm; I certainly did not spot the goldmine. The next thing I heard
about it, I think, was when Eric van Damme praised the experiment and your model in a conversation
I had with him at a conference he organized in January of 1992.
It's also intriguing to think about the game's name. At one level (deep), Selten was obviously right. At
another level (much more shallow) BC may be appealing because it points out very clearly a pitfall in
this situation: Don't focus on what you think is desirable or somehow "right". Focus on what the others
are likely to do. For choices of titles, of games and papers, the best strategy in terms of maximizing
short-term impact appeals to as many as possible, not necessarily to the greatest connoisseur.
However, in the long run, the masses – even within a discipline – are usually wrong. The work of the
connoisseurs survives. I will be calling it the Guessing Game more consistently from now on.
All the best
Tore
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From: Philippe Paclet
Date: 2016-11-21 11:29 GMT+01:00
Subject: Re: about your article in Jeux & Stratégie 4, No. 23, 86-87.1983 (related to Mr Ledoux)
Dear Prof. Nagel, Dear Rosemary
sure, your mail was a surprise, a very pleasant one indeed, thank you.
It brings me back more than 30 years ago, to the good times I had participating to "Jeux&Strategie"
aventure in the early eighties together with a little creative team animated by Alain. I was the "Matheux
Ludique".
In 1978, I had passed my doctorate in Pure Mathswith a thesis on Potential Theory in infinite
dimensional space (let's say) (Université P.et.M.Curie – Paris) but I did not manage to obtain a stable
position in the university or any research laboratory.From 1976 to 1979, I had a grant to do research in
PDE and functional analysis at the Scuola Normale Superiore in Pisa with G. Stampacchia and E. de
Giorgi. But it was coming to an end and my family situation (a new born baby with a very severe
handicap) urged me to abandon my young boy dream of doing research in Maths. So I decided to pass
the 'Agregation', a famous 'concours' in France to select teachers for the french lycees, which I won in
July 1980.
One obligation which was asked to the laureates of Agregation was to spend one month working 'outside'
the education system. A friend of mine, Nicolas Giffard, one our top french chess players in that time,
was already in 'J&S" taking care of the chess column and he presented me to Alain who accepted me as
a trainee. We got along very well, so I remained more than one month.
My role was to propose curious mathematical problems, variations on known ones or invented. I had
also to write these 2 pages section' "le Matheux Ludique" trying to untertain the readers with
Mathematics. My model was Martin Gardner, of course. Since my earthly youth, I had always a passion
for math and I enjoyed very much to have the opportunity to share this passion. It went on till 1984, if I
remember well, because in September 1982, I got a position of Mathematics Professor at the Lycee
Chateaubriand, the french lycee in Roma. I tried for a year or 2 to continue with J&S but it was materially
difficult (no internet, no email in those times) to send my article, receive the first drafts, do the
corrections and so on.
So I concentrated on my teaching responsibilities: I never wanted to teach, but I tried to do it the best I
could, tried to transmit my passion to my students.On the whole (I am freshly retired) I think I have been
successful on this point, and, in that, my participation to J&S has been very helpful. Not a few of my
students have chosen mathematical studies at university, and, the greatest reward for a teacher, have
surpassed me.
I do remember very well the "question subsidiaire": when Alain came out with it, out the blues, I
immediately found it very, very interesting. For a moment though, I was a bit effrayed that it would not
reach the goals we were waiting from that question, i.e. to able to select few competitors among many
who had resolved all the preliminary already difficult questions regarding board games, mathematical
puzzles, etc.., showing in that reasoning capacities greater than usual. At first glance, it seemed obvious
to me that most of them would have chosen 1, leaving us with the initial problem (too many winners),
because the first step (to choose a number >666M is a dominated strategy) is rather easy to take,...and
once it is taken the infinite geometric descent is wide opened...which is probably true for a mathematical
oriented mind, but not for all. I was far from imagine the k-levels... But a few test of the question to
random person around convinced me that it might work. And it did, as did the re-proposition of 1983.
I was not at all aware of what important matter this question has become in game theory applied to social
science over the years, and the role you had in its development. Thank you very much for sending your
historical notes about the subject which I have started to read with some difficulties because I don't grasp
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firmly all the technical terms of game theory and behavioral science. But you have triggered my
curiosity: as I said I am just retired but I still spend many hours with mathematics,re-studying subjects
(number theory, probabilities,..) which I have forgotten after so many years of teaching at lycee level,
studying things I never had studied before such as statistics (which, in my youth, romanticly, as
G.H.Hardy, I looked over with a bit of contempt as all 'Applied Maths'. I have radically changed my
mind since).
Your article contains many references; would it be too much to ask you a recommended selection to
start with, knowing that the more maths it contains is probably the easier way for me to start the journey?
I am of course very grateful to you for (re)discovering the role J&S played in that story and telling it.
As I said before, the original question was definitively Alain's one (and I am pretty sure he didn't have
heard about Keyne's beauty contest before) so if you have any doubt about the name it should be given
(pbeauty contest is not nice), why not 'Ledoux-Moulin question'?
My role in that story is marginal and I surely did not foresee all the potentiality of the problem. I am
glad you read my article with interest and judged it worth of interest, enough at least to re-publish it
after Moulin's one. But if it contains, as you say, some insights that have been confirmed later on in a
more scientific and structured way, I am curious to fill the 33 years gap and read about the development
of the question since Moulin unvealed its academic relevance.
How strange the 2/3 coefficient remained so stable in the experiment. Did anybody study cases,
theoretically or experimentally, where p was much nearer to 1, p=0.9? Also, did anybody studied the
case n=3 or other small values of n?
This lengthy letter comes to an end. Its length measures the excitement yours provoked in me. No doubt,
they will be some more in the future because I will certainly need to ask you some more questions, and,
who knows, maybe propose some ideas.
Thank you again.
Philippe Paclet

